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Q: 1 Attempt all the following multiple choice questions (15)

I. Flexibility, distortion, rapid communication, spontaneity are the characteristics

of communication.

a. Grapevine b. Upward c. Downward d. both band c

2. Three __ are given to the owner of the monkey's paw.

a. Wishes b. Curses C,, Blessing

3. wishes for £ 200 to4>eused as the final payment.

a. Mrs White b. Mr White c. Major Morris~

d. None of these

d. None of these

4. 'The Monkey's Paw' is written by _

a. W.W Jacobs b. William$hakespeare<

c. John Dryden d. None of these

5. When a Memo is used to commuJficate it is. communication.
a. Oral b. written c. non-verbal d. both a and b

6. If an employee sends a message to his manager it is communication.

a. Downward b. Horizontal c. Upward d. both a and c

7. If the labourers send a message to~eir supervisor it is __ communication.

a. Downward b. Upward.' c. Horizontal d. Lateral

8. _____ is a written record ~the decisions ta~en in a meeting.

9. Emotional blocks is a part of ..."

a. Physical b. Semantic

a. Minutes b. Circular c. Notice

barrier.

c. Psychological

d. Memo

d. Cultural

10. Fault in the microphone while communicating is an example of barrier.

a. Semantic b. Cultural c. Mechanical d. Syntactic

11. Listening is alan process.

a. passive b. active c. Inactive d. dormant·



communication

of communication in detail. (IS)

(IS)

(IS)

words.

(IS)

d. None of these

d. both band.s;

d. None ofthese

d. Oral

communication.

'guous

es across while communicating?
pie. (IS)

12. The sender should try to rnaI<:e
.. --L~:

Ii. simple

13. If a manager sends a messaget

a. Downward b. Horiz

14. Grapevine communication is

a. Formal

15. When a person uses only gestu

communication.

a. Written

I. Objectives of communication
2. Process of communication

3. Types of communication
4. Physical barriers in communicat

Q: 3 (A) Attempt the character sketch

Q: 2 (A) Define communication. Expl

Q: 2 (8) What are the different barriers'
Explain each of them in detail

Q: 4 Attempt the following (ADY two)

Q: 3(8) Narrate the story of 'The Mon
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